Introduction
In this paper we present an efficient algorithm for finding edge-disjoint paths, each connecting a terminal pair, in a given routing region. The region is modeled by a plane grid bounded by two nested rectangles, inner and outer, as shown in 
0, if deg(u) = 4,
where deg(u) is the degree of u, i.e., the number of edges incident with u. The grid depicted in Fig. 1 satisfies the constraint (1) above, and has edge-disjoint paths drawn in thick lines. Throughout the paper we denote by n the number of vertices in a grid, by b, the number of vertices on the outer rectangle and by k the number of terminal pairs. Our algorithm decides in O(b,) time whether there exist k edgedisjoint paths in a given grid, and actually finds the paths in O(n) time if there exist.
The grid depicted in Fig. 2 vertices u such that deg(u) = 2 and 6(u) = 1 or deg(u) = 3 and 6(u) = 0. However the following inequality holds for every vertex u: 
0, if deg(u) = 4.
We give a strong sufficient condition for the existence of edge-disjoint paths in a grid satisfying (2) .
There are several known algorithms of polynomial time complexity which find edge-disjoint paths in various classes of grids or planar graphs having terminals only on the outer boundary [2,4,6, S-lo] . The algorithms in [4, 9] run for rectangular grids in O(n*) and O(k log k) time, respectively. The algorithm in [lo] runs for "convex" grids including rectangular and L-shaped grids in O(n) time (see also [7] ). The algorithms in [2, 6] run for general grids in O(n3'*) and O(n log* n) time, respectively.
The algorithm in [8] runs for planar graphs in 0(n2) time. However none of these algorithms can solve our problem because in our problem terminals may lie on both inner and outer rectangular boundaries.
On the other hand the algorithm in [13, 151 for finding multicommodity flows in planar graphs can be applied to our problem, but it requires O(n*) time. Our algorithm is entirely different from the flow algorithm, and its complexity compares favorably with the flow algorithm.
The edge-disjoint paths found by our algorithm may contain a "knock-knee", that is, two paths may share turning points. Therefore the edge-disjoint paths cannot always be wired in two conductive layers in the knock-knee mode, but can be wired in at most four conductive layers [3] . Thus the algorithm is expected to be useful for the multi-layer routing problem of VLSI circuits.
Preliminaries
In this section we define relevant terms and review known results. Let G = (V,E) be a finite undirected simple graph of vertex set V and edge set E. Let P be a set of terminal pairs (t, t') where 1, t' E V, and let k = IP / . The pair N= (G, P) is called a network. A path connecting vertices u and o is called a U-U path. A set of k pairwise edge-disjoint t-t' paths in G for all (t, t') E P are called edge-disjoint paths of network N. 
t'E V'(B,); (t, t') E P2 * t, t'E V(B,).
Denote by n, b, and b2 the number of vertices of G, B, and B,, respectively. One may assume without loss of generality that B, is the outer face boundary of G. The extended degree deg*(o) of a vertex u is defined as follows: deg*(u) = deg(u) + 6(u), where deg(u) is the degree of u in G and 6(u) is the number of terminals on u. A network N is even if deg*(u) is even for every vertex u E V. Okamura has obtained the following elegant theorem for even planar networks [l 11.
Theorem 2.2 [ 111. An even planar network has edge-disjoint paths if and only if the network satisfies the cut condition.
Let G+ be the plane grid, i.e., the infinite graph whose vertex set consists of all points of the plane with integer coordinates and in which two vertices are connected if and only if the Euclidean distance between them is equal to 1. A planar network 
Existence of paths in even grids
According to Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1, one can check the existence of edgedisjoint paths in an even grid network by verifying whether m(X) r0 for every cutset C(X). This can be done in 0(n2) time for an even planar network by the multicommodity flow algorithm in [13, 151 . In this section we first give a simple form of Theorem 2.2 for even grid networks. Then, using this form, we give an O(b,) algorithm to check the existence of paths in even grid networks.
Simple form of Theorem 2.2
The cutsets C(X) of an even grid network N= (G, P) are classified into four types, depending on whether (2) and (3) .
Thus it suffices to compute the margins of cutsets of types (2) and (3). We next show that in fact it suffices to compute the margins of "rectilinear"
and "box" cuts of these types. As illustrated in Fig. 4 distinct semicuts CS(el) U C,(e,) is called a box cut, and is denoted by Ct,(el, e,) where el, e2 E E(B,).
For two edges e and e' on Bi, 1 I i14, let Ir(e,e') denote the number of vertices on the path on Bf from an end of e to an end of e' passing through neither e nor e'. In particular,
Zf(e, e) =0 for each edge eE Bf. We now have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. In an even grid network N all cutsets C(X) of type (2) satisfy m(X) 2 0 if and only if all rectilinear cuts C(Y) satisfy m(Y) 2 0.
Proof. We shall show that for any cutset C(X) of type (2) 
C(Y) fl E(Bf) and {a'} = C(Y) fl E(Bf'2). Then it is straightforward to verify that and c(X) zc( Y) + Z((e, a) + 11+2(e', a') d(X) I d(Y)+ll(e,a)+1['2(e',a').

Therefore m(X) 2 m(Y). 0
For two edges e and e' on BZ, let $(e, e') denote the number of vertices on the shortest path on B, from an end of e to an end of e' passing through neither e nor e'. For two distinct edges e and e' on B2, define Z2(e, e') = (Zi(e, e') minus the number of corners of rectangle B2 through which the shortest path passes), while define Z2(e, e) = 0 for each edge e E E(B,). The following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.3. In an even grid network N all cutsets C(X) of type (3) satisfy m(X) 2 0 if and only if all box cuts C(Y) satisfy m(Y)rO.
Proof. We shall show that for any cutset C(X) of type (3) 15 First consider the case a2 #ta;, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . Then C(Y) = C,(a,) U C&a;) is a box cut. It is straightforward to verify that (b) if the path on B2 attaining Iz(ez,az) or Iz(e;,a;) passes through a corner u of F2 which is also on B,, then there is a terminal t on o, but the path attaining Ii'(er, ai) or r/(e;, a;) also passes through u, so the contribution of (t, t') to d(X) is accounted for by Il(er, a,) or //(e;, a;) in the right-hand side of the inequality above.
either (i) m(X) 2 0 or (ii) there is a box cut C(Y) such that m(X)rm(Y). Let {ei, e;} = C(X) fl E(B,), {e2, e;} = C(X) fl E(B,), el E E(Bi) and e; E E(B[),
I I I I I 1 II cut C(X) ---------- box cut C(Y) -m-_-m-
Therefore m(X)zm(Y).
Next consider the case az = a;, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b 
Checking the existence
In this subsection we show how to efficiently compute the margins of rectilinear and box cuts. One can compute the capacity c(X) of a rectilinear or box cut C(X) in a constant time if the two edges in C(X) tl E(B,) are given. Moreover one can easily compute the margins of all rectilinear cuts in O(k) time. Remember that bl, b2 =0(k). Thus we shall concentrate on box cuts. Let the vertices and edges ~o,eo,4,el,..., ub2 _ 1, eb2_, of B2 appear in this order clockwise on B, . The capacity, demand and margin of a box cut Cb(ei, ej), ei, ej E B2, are denoted by ct,(ei, ej), db(ei, ej> and mb(ei, ej), respectively. We next improve the complexity 0(k2) above to O(k log k). Let M= MIN{mb(ei, ej): e;, ej E E(B2)}, and let M(') = MIN{ mb(ei, ej): ei E E(Bi), ej E E(B2)) for each side BG of the rectangle BZ, l~rs4.
Thus we shall show that each M(') can be computed in O(k log k) time. if ej is on interval B,
-2, if ej is on interval C.
We need an appropriate data structure in order to efficiently update mb and compute MfN{mb(ei, ej): ejEE(B2)).
The simplest one is a height-balanced binary tree T whose leaves correspond to ej, O<j< b2 -1. Each node u of T has two keys key,(u) and key2(u). These keys are first initialized as follows:
if u is a leaf and corresponds to ej, 
Finding paths in even grids
In this section we present an efficient algorithm for finding edge-disjoint paths in a given even grid network satisfying the cut condition.
In Subsection 4.1 we present two procedures SEARCH and CUTOFF. For convenience we describe these procedures so that they work not only for even grid networks but also for even planar networks. In Subsection 4.2 we present an algorithm for even grid networks using these procedures.
Finally in Subsection 4.3 we show that the algorithm runs in O(n) time.
SEARCH and CUTOFF
Trivially the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4.1. If a network N has edge-disjoint paths and has a saturated cutset C(X), then all edges in C(X) are used by the paths connecting pairs in D(X) and each of these paths uses exactly one of the edges in C(X).
In what follows, we assume that N= (G, P) is an even planar network satisfying the cut condition.
For an edge e= (v, v') EE(BJ, i= 1 or 2, procedure CUTOFF(N, e,B,) described later executes one of the following operations (a), (b) and (c):
(a) if edge e is redundant in N, that is, N has edge-disjoint paths not using e, then CUTOFF deletes e from G; (b) if N has edge-disjoint paths including a t-t' path using e for a pair (t, t') EPir then CUTOFF deletes and "reserves" e for the t-t' path;
(c) otherwise, CUTOFF reports that e must be used by a path for a terminal pair in P-Pi.
By the following Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, one can know which operation (a), (b) or (c) must be executed for an edge e E Bj, i = 1 or 2 and which pair must be chosen as (t, t') if operation (b) is executed. From now on, the margin of a cut C(X) in a new network N' is denoted by m'(X).
Lemma 4.2. An edge e = (u, u') on Bi is redundant in N if and only if N has no saturated cutset C(X) such that e E C(X).
Proof. If N has a saturated cutset C(X) such that eE C(X), then, by Lemma 4.1, e must be used by a path connecting a pair in D(X) and hence e is not redundant. Suppose that N has no saturated cutset C(X) such that e E C(X). Construct a new network N' from N as follows:
(i) delete e from G; and (ii) add a dummy terminal pair (u, u') to P.
That is, N'=(G-e,
P-t (u, u')).
Since N is an even planar network, so is N'. Therefore it suffices to prove that N' satisfies the cut condition.
Because then, by Theorem 2.2, N' has edge-disjoint paths including a u-u' path for the dummy pair (u, u') and hence N has edge-disjoint paths not using e, that is, e is redundant in N. Since N is even, one can show with an easy parity argument that the margin of any cut of N is an even integer. Since N satisfies the cut condition, the margin of any cut of N is a nonnegative integer. Let C(X) be any cutset of N such that e E C(X); Thus when (a) is executed, a new network N' is constructed from N not only by deleting e from G but also by adding a dummy pair (u, u') to P. A u-u' path for the dummy pair will be found in N' but simply discarded later.
Lemma 4.3. Let e = (u, u') be a nonredundant edge on B;, and let (t, t') be a terminal pair in Pi. Suppose that t, u, u' and t' appear in this order clockwise on Bi. N has edge-disjoint paths including a t-t' path using e if and only if N has no saturated cutset C(Y) such that t, t'$ Y and {u, u'} II Y#0.
Proof. 
-(t, t') + (t, u) + (u', t')) is constructed.
After edge-disjoint paths of N' are found, the t-t' path will be constructed by concatenating the t-u and u'-t' paths via the "reserved" edge e.
When there is a saturated cutset C(X) such that e = (u, u') E E(Bi) rl C(X), edge e must be used by a path for a pair in D(X). Therefore, by verifying for each pair Since there is a saturated cutset C(Y) such that C(Y) fl E(BJ = {e,, e,.}, index(t) I TI b, by Lemma 4.3 the t-t' path cannot use edge e. Because of the selection of (t, t'), every path for Q -D(l(q)) is blocked by the same saturated cutset C(Y). Therefore a path which may use e has a terminal on ul, v2, . . . . or uq (see Fig. 7 ).
Let e = (v, 0') E E(B,), i = 1 or 2, and assume that u, e and u' appear on the boundary Bi clockwise in this order. Define
m(e) = MIN{m(X):
Ed C(X)}.
We are now ready to present procedure CUTOFF(N, e, B,), procedure CUTOFF (N, e, B,) ; begin if m(e)> 0 then {e is redundant} begin G := G-e;
Pi:=Pi+(OyO') ((0, u') is a dummy pair} end else {e is not redundant} begin let C(X) be a saturated cutset with e E C(X);
p : = SEARCH(N, e, X); {if p = nil then e cannot be used by any path for Pi} if pfnil then begin (reserve edge e for the path for PEP;} let p = (t, t'), and assume w.1.o.g. that t, u, u' and t' appear on the boundary Bi clockwise in this order; G := G-e;
Pi := Pi-(t, t') + (t, fJ) + (0'3 t')
end end end:
One can find edge-disjoint paths in an even planar network by repeatedly applying CUTOFF for edges on B1 or B, in a suitable order. However the algorithm is not as efficient as the known 0(n2) algorithm [13, 151.
Algorithm
In this subsection we first present an algorithm which finds edge-disjoint paths in an even grid network N using procedures CUTOFF and SEARCH, and then verify the correctness of the algorithm.
The main idea of our algorithm is to dig a "tunnel"
joining B, and B2 by applying CUTOFF to the edges in a semicut so that Nis reduced to a new network having all terminals on a single boundary. This can be done by the following procedure REDUCE.
procedure REDUCE(N); begin choose an arbitrary edge e, on B,; E' : = C&e,); repeat (delete redundant edges in E' or reserve edges in E' for pairs in P,} let eE E'nE(B,); {although the outer boundary B, may be altered, we generously denote by B, the current outer boundary} CUTOFF (N, e, B,) ; if e was deleted then E':= E'-e; until e was not deleted or E'=O; {reserve the remaining edges in E' for pairs in P2} while E'f0 do begin let e E E'il E(B2); CUTOFF(N, e, B2); E':=E'-e end end;
For example, suppose that the semicut C,(e,) is chosen in an even grid network N depicted in Fig. 1 , where e, is the leftmost edge on Bl. Then REDUCE(N) transforms N into a new even network N' depicted in Fig. 8 by applying CUTOFF to each of the three edges in the semicut. Let e,,,, emid and ebot be the three edges from top to bottom. None of them is redundant since the box cut C(X) = C,-,(e@ e,) is saturated, where e6 is the rightmost edge on B:. In the repeat statement CUTOFF is executed as follows. First, CUTOFF(N, etop,B1) deletes etop and replaces a pair (14, 14) ~Pt flD(X) with two new pairs (14', 14') and (14", 14" ). Note that the two terminals of (14", 14") lie on the same vertex. Then, CUTOFF(N, e,,,id,Bi) deletes e,,,jd and replaces (9,9) with (9', 9') and (9", 9"). Next, CUTOFF(N, e,,,, B,) does not alter N at all since it is known that no path for P, 13 D(X') can use ebot where C(X') = Cb(e@ e2) is a saturated box cut, and hence eb,,r must be used by a path for P2. Now the repeat statement in REDUCE is completed. In the while statement, the first and last execution of CUTOFF, i.e., CUTOFF(N,ebot, B2) deletes ebor and replaces a pair (1,l) E P2 nD(X') with two pairs (1: 1') and (l", 1").
As shown later, REDUCE deletes all the edges in C&e,) and hence reduces N to a new even network N' having all terminals on the outer boundary.
Therefore we find edge-disjoint paths in N' by using any known algorithm given in [2, 6, 81 , and finally construct paths in N from the paths in N'.
We now verify the correctness of the algorithm above. It suffices to show that if CUTOFF(N,e,B,) called in REDUCE(N) does not delete edge e, then the remaining edges e' in E' are all used by paths for P2 and hence deleted by CUTOFF(N, e', B2) in the while statement.
Noting the fact that N was originally a grid network, one can easily prove the following lemma. does not delete edge e, then no edge in E' can be used by a path for P,.
Lemma 4.4. Let N be a network appearing during the execution of REDUCE, and let eE E'n E(B,). If N has a saturated cutset C(X) such that eE C(X) and C(X) fl E(B,) #0, then N has a saturated cutset C(X') such that E'c C(X').
Proof. Since CUTOFF (N, e, B,) does not delete e, there is a saturated cutset C(X) such that e E C(X). C(X) remains saturated during the execution of REDUCE since the margin of any cut does not increase. Since SEARCH called in CUTOFF returns nil, edge e cannot be used by any path for P, . Therefore C(X) rl E(B,) # 0. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume that E'C C(X), and hence by Lemma 4.1 edge e must be used by a path for a pair (f2, t;) E P2 fl D(X). Since m(X) =0, every edge in E' must be used by a path for D(X). If an edge e; E E', e; # e, can be used by a path connecting a pair (tr, t;) E PI fl D(X), then these two paths intersect at two or more vertices, and can be replaced by a tr-t; path through e and a tz-t; path through e;, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . This is a contradiction. 0
Thus we have the following lemma. Proof. It is sufficient to prove that e E E(B2) is deleted whenever CUTOFF(N, e, Bz)
is executed. If e is not deleted, then e cannot be used by any path for Pz. Moreover by Lemma 4.5 edge e cannot be used by any path for P, . However, since edge e is not deleted, there is a saturated cutset C(X) such that e E C(X), and hence edge e must be used by a path for P, or P2, a contradiction. Let N be the given even grid network, and assume that REDUCE had transformed N into an even network N' by deleting several edges in C,(e,). Furthermore, suppose that we are going to execute CUTOFF(N', e, B;) for an edge e E E(Bi) fJ C&e,). We now define an "L-cut" as a cutset C(X) such that C(X)-e is a rectilinear or box cut of G-e. Furthermore we define m'(e), m'(q, r) and m;(q) for eE E(Bi) tl C&e,), e,, e, E E(B,) and (t, t') E Pi as follows: m'(e) = MIN{m(X): eE C(X) and C(X) is a box or L-cut};
m'(q, r) = MIN{ m(X): e4, e, E C(X) and C(X) is a rectilinear, box or L-cut} ; ibex cut c--.
_-_-. We now estimate the time needed to compute these values. Clearly m'(e) can be computed in O(k) time. Moreover one can compute in O(k) time values m'(q, r) for a fixed edge e4 E E(BJ and all edges e, E E(BJ. Similarly as in Section 3, we update these values to those for the edges eqPl next to e4 on I?,. During each execution of SEARCH the updating occurs O(k) times, and hence one can execute all updating either in O(k log k) time by using the height-balanced binary tree or in O(k) time by using the variable-priority queue [14] . Thus one can compute all mj(q) needed in each execution of SEARCH total in O(k) time.
We next consider the computation time of SEARCH necessary to find the pair (t, t') in Q such that t first appears on the boundary Bj counterclockwise starting from uo. Clearly one can find the first pair (t,, t;) in O(b-index(t,)) time simply by checking whether pairs having terminals on vertices uo, ub_ ,, . . . , tl are in Q, Clearly the terminal 1, of the pair (t2, t;) for new Q does not lie on u,,, ub_r, . . . , Uindex(t,)+l: otherwise, (t2, t;) would have been selected as (tl, t;). Therefore one can find (t2, t;) in O(index(t,) -index(tJ) time by checking pairs having terminals on vertices try hindex(r,) -1, . . . , Uin&x(tz). Repeating this process, one can find all (t, t') in O(k) time during each execution of SEARCH. Thus each execution of SEARCH and hence CUTOFF can be completed in O(k) time. Therefore the execution of REDUCE can be done in O(kw) time, as we claim.
One more idea is necessary to make the algorithm run in O(n) time. Let Wi= /C,(e)\ for an edge e on Bi, 1 I i I 4. Assume that w1 is minimum among wr , w2, w3 and wq, and wj is minimum among w2, w3 and wq. As illustrated in Fig. 11, we apply REDUCE to an even grid network N with respect to two appropriate semicuts C,(e) and C,(e'), eEE(Bi) and e'EE(Bi), so that N is decomposed into two L-shaped grids having all terminals only on the outer boundaries.
This reduction can be done in O(k(w, + Wj)) time. One can easily observe bl(wl + Wj) =0(n). (Compare the area of the region bounded by B, and B, with the total area of two rectangles of size br x w, and b, x Wj .) Clearly b2 5 br and kc br + b2. These three equations imply k(w, + Wj) = O(n). Hence the reduction above can be done in O(n) time. On the other hand one can find edge-disjoint paths in an L-shaped even grid having all terminals on the outer boundary in O(n) time [lo] . Thus we conclude that edge-disjoint paths in N can be found in O(n) time.
General grid networks
In this section let N be a grid network that is not necessarily even. By definition N satisfies the constraint (2) in the Introduction.
One example is given in Fig. 2 . We give a strong sufficient condition for N to have edge-disjoint paths. 
Since N'is even, m'(X) is an even integer. Therefore it follows from (4) and (5) time, and actually find paths in O(n) time.
